Internship Feedback from Construction Companies on the Performance of CM Students During their Summer - 2021 Internship Experiences.

This Feedback is Based on an Internship Survey Which Companies are asked to Complete in Support of the CM Program’s Quality Improvement Plan (QIP).

1. Student displayed effective writing skills appropriate to the construction discipline (SLO 1)

2. Student demonstrated effective oral communication skills appropriate to the construction discipline
3. Student worked well within a multi-disciplinary team setting (SLO 9)

4. Student demonstrated effective problem solving skills
5. Student displayed effective understanding of construction terms and concepts (SLO 8)

6. Student demonstrated the ability to complete tasks on time
7. Student could apply electronic-based technology to manage the construction process (SLO 10)

8. Student demonstrated the ability to acquire and process new information
9. Student demonstrated punctual behavior

10. Student demonstrated the ability to analyze construction documents